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The convolution algebra of central measures on a connected compact simple 
Lie group G is analyzed. It is shown that the radical of the ideal of central 
&-functions contains all continuous central measures. From this, examples of 
singular measures with absolutely continuous convolution square are con- 
structed. Also, the spectrum of the algebra is determined and the continuous 
central measures are identified as those measures whose (central) Fourier- 
Stieltjes transform tends to zero at infinity in e. Finally, all the central idem- 
potent measures are explicitly determined and it is shown that there are no 
infinite (central) Sidon sets in e. 
Let M”(G) be the center of the measure algebra M(G) for G a 
locally compact group. In this paper we study AP(G) for the special 
case when G is a connected compact simple Lie group. In contrast 
to the abelian case there seems to be very little pathology in M(G) 
for such groups. This is illustrated by the result (Theorem 2.2) that 
if n = dim G and pi, i = l,..., n are continuous central measures 
then pl* --a *pn is absolutely continuous. From this, it is easy to 
identify the entire spectrum of M”(G) (Section 3) and to determine 
explicitly all the central idempotents in M(G) (Section 4). The 
extension of most of the results to disconnected compact simple 
groups is carried out in Section 5. The paper begins in Section 1 
with a key geometric property of simple Lie groups. 
In later papers we shall extend our results to semisimple groups 
and to Riemannian symmetric spaces. 
* Research partially supported by NSF Grant GP-22930. 
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1. CONJUGACY CLASSES IN SIMPLE LIE GROUPS 
A key tool in our work is a rather strong relationship between the 
algebraic and geometric structure of a simple Lie Group G. Informally 
the fact we use can be stated as follows: If n = dim G and 
Cl 7 G ,**a, C, are any nontrivial conjugacy classes in G, then the 
interior of the product set C = C,C, *** C, is dense in C. To state 
the result more precisely, we need some notation. Recall that the 
tangent space to G at a can be identified with the Lie algebra, g, of G 
by associating X in g to the derivative at 0 along the curve exp - tX * a. 
Also recall that the adjoint representation of G on g is characterized 
by the relationship g * exp -tX . g-l = exp -t/Id(g) X. 
Now we can prove the precise form of the geometric result men- 
tioned. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a connected simple Lie group of dimension n 
and let a, E G, i = l,..., k, be noncentral elements. Then the map 
f: Gk -+ G given by f(g, ,..., gk) = g~la,g,g~la,g, *-a gila,g, has rank 
at least min(k, n) except on a proper analytic subvariety of Gk. 
Proof. Note that f is a real analytic map and the set where rank f 
is less than k is determined by the vanishing of certain real analytic 
functions. Thus by the connectivity of Gk it will suffice to show that 
these functions are not identically zero on Gk, i.e., it suffices to show 
that f has rank at least k at some point. We proceed to do this by 
induction. 
For k = 1, f has rank at least one since a, noncentral implies f is 
nonconstant. Now for the induction step we assume the map 
0, >...> gk-1) = da,& “’ ak-lgk-l has rank at least min(k - 1, n) 
at some point. If we consider f as a map from Gk-l x G to G, then 
we have the equality between differentials 
g E Gk-1, .!?k E G, x E g”-1. 
This follows from the identification of tangent spaces with Lie 
algebras via right invariant vector fields. Hence the range of dfb,g2j 
restricted to gk-l x {0} equals the range of dh, on gk-l and is indepen- 
dent of the choice of gk . We set m = dh,(gk-1) where g is fixed. We 
will be done if we can show that whenever dim m = rank dh, < dim g, 
there existsg, such that the range of df(g,4) restricted to (0) x g is not 
contained in m. 
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Let X be in g. Then we have 
f(f3 exp --tX * gd 
= h(g) gil - exp tX * uk . exp -tX . g, 
= exp{t AdMd d)X> - M--t AWg) gi’a,)W - h(g) gihg, . 
Thus 
Since uk is noncentral, Ad(+) # 1 and hence the range of Ad(+) - I 
is nontrivial. But G is simple, so Ad(g) is an irreducible representa- 
tion and thus, for some g, , Ad(h(g)g;l) applied to the range of 
Ad(a,) - I is not contained in the proper subspace m. 1 
We suspect that this theorem can be improved. Specifically if 
Cad = (ga,g-l: $E G} and n, = dim C”~, then we conjecture that 
rankf = min{‘&,, ni , n} except on a proper analytic subvariety. The 
map f can not have greater rank since f factors through the product 
map Cat x *** x Cuti -+ G. Such an improvement would lead to 
certain technical improvements in our applications of this theorem. 
2. PRODUCTS OF CONTINUOUS CENTRAL MEASURES 
Now we begin the study of the convolution structure on the center 
of M(G). For the moment G may be an arbitrary locally compact 
group. It is easy to check that p is central if and only if p(S) = ~(xSX-~) 
for all x E G and all Bore1 sets S. As in the case of M(G), M”(G) 
decomposes into the direct sum of the subalgebra M,*(G) of discrete 
central measures and the ideal M,*(G) of continuous central measures. 
A simple argument using a two-sided approximate identity for L,(G) 
shows that Liz(G), the center of L,(G), is included as an ideal in 
M,“(G) (see [9]). T o understand the discrete central measures we let 
2 = center (G). Then each point mass, Q , with c E 2, is in M&G). 
In fact we have the following simple 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If G is a connected locally compact group, then 
M,“(G) = L,(Z,), where 2, is the center of G with the discrete topology. 
Proof. Suppose p E M,“(G) has ~((a)) # 0. Then, since p is 
central, p((gug-‘1) = ~({a}) # 0 for each g E G. If we set 
Ga = (g: gag-l = a}, then card(G/Ga) = card({gug-l: g E G)). But t.~ 
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is a finite measure, so we conclude that G/G” is finite. On the other 
hand G/G” is locally compact and connected, hence it must consist 
of a single point. Thus a E 2 and TV = CeeZ ~((c}) Ed, with 
C 1 p((c})I < co. Conversely, since E, E M,“(G) for each c E 2, it is 
clear that any such t.~ is in MdZ(G), i.e., M,*(G) = L,(Z,). d 
We now specialize to the case when G is a connected simple Lie 
group. In this case 2 is discrete as a subgroup of G, so M,*(G) = L,(Z). 
When G is noncompact, Rothschild and the author have shown [9] 
that A@(G) = M,*(G) so the analysis of M”(G) reduces to the study 
of L,(Z) for the discrete abelian group 2. So henceforth we shall 
assume that G is a connected compact simple Lie group. For such G, 
2 is finite. 
We apply our result on conjugacy classes to prove that the radical 
of the ideal L,“(G) contains M,“(G). Specifically we have 
THEOREM 2.2. Let G be a connected compact simple Lie group with 
n = dim G. Let pi , i = l,..., n be elements in M,“(G). Then 
Pl* P2 * --* * p,, = p is in L,“(G). 
Proof. Let mG be Haar measure on G, and suppose S is a Bore1 
set with mG(s) = 0. We must show p(S) = 0. Since 2 is finite and 
each pi is continuous, we have 
where G* = G - Z and & is the characteristic function of S. Since 
ep * pi * eg-’ = pLi we can write 
P(S) = j,* **- j,, t&+,g, -** &hg,> 44-d --- 444. 
Now integrate with respect to ?&-n (which is assumed normalized 
with mass 1) and apply Fubini to get 
NOW if f(gi ,..., g,) = gitaigi -0. g$a,g, , then the inner integral 
satisfies 
We shall show that mGn(f-l(S)) = 0 and hence that p(S) = 0. 
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Haar measure on any Lie group is mutually absolutely continuous 
with respect to Lebesgue measure in any coordinate patch. Thus so 
far as questions of measure zero are concerned we may restrict to a 
coordinate neighborhood and replace mGn (and mG) by Lebesgue 
measure. Now by Theorem 1.1, f has rank equal to dim G except 
on a set of Lebesgue measure zero. Moreover, if f has rank n on an 
open set, then the implicit function theorem says after a coordinate 
change f is an orthogonal projection, & + R”, and Fubini’s theorem 
shows that f-‘(s) has Lebesgue measure zero if S has Lebesgue 
measure zero. Thus we can conclude m@(fP1(S)) = 0 and the proof 
is finished. 1 
It is natural to ask if there actually are any measures in M:(G) 
which are not already inLiZ( G). W e can construct many such measures. 
For instance for each a E G - 2, define pa by the equation 
l’ fb) +%‘d = lf(&%-‘) dmG(d, f E c(G)* 
Since G is compact this is well-defined and pa is supported on the 
(compact) conjugacy class C’” = {gag-l: g E G}. Since a 4 2, pa is 
continuous and since C” is a manifold of dimension less than dim G, 
mG(Ca) = 0, i.e., pa is singular. 
We suspect that convolving fewer than n continuous central 
measures will still yield an absolutely continuous measure. For 
instance, if the conjectured improvement of Theorem 1 .l holds (p. 214), 
then if m = min{dim 0% a E G - 2) we can get by with convolving 
any 1 measures, 1 >, n/m. Since for most compact simple groups 
m > 4, this would be an improvement. For G = SU(2), where 
dim 15’” = 2 for all a E G - 2, it is not difficult to verify directly 
the desired improvement of Theorem 1 .l . So convolving any two 
continuous central measures on SU(2) yields an absolutely continuous 
measure (see [l], for an alternative proof of this fact). 
We remark that for k < n/m, if we take a with dim Ca = m, then 
(pa)k is supported on (19)~ which has dimension at most km < n. 
Thus (P~)~ cannot be absolutely continuous. This shows n/m is 
certainly a lower bound. 
In the next sections we shall put Theorem 2.2 to use in analyzing 
&P(G). But here we wish to indicate how it can be used to solve a 
question which actually was the genesis of the present investigations. 
In [6] Hewitt and Zuckerman showed that every locally compact 
abelian group possessed singular measures with absolutely continuous 
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convolution squares. Hewitt has asked whether such measures exist 
on every (locally) compact group. 
The measures pa can be used to prove 
THEOREM 2.3. Every connected compact simple Lie group G has a 
singular (central) measure with absolutely continuous square. 
Proof. By the previous theorem for any a E G - 2 there exists 
k E Z+ such that (P~)~ = u is singular, while (~~)~+l is absolutely 
continuous. Then a2 is absolutely continuous. 1 
We show in [8] that this theorem, together with the results in [6], 
can be used to prove that every connected compact group has singular 
measures with absolutely continuous convolution square. However, 
even for the compact simple groups it remains an open question 
whether there exists a singular ~1 with p2 E L,(G) for all p >, 1. 
(See [6] for a discussion of the significance of such measures.) We 
merely note here that in [8] we show the measure (T of Theorem 2.3 
does not have this property. 
3. THE SPECTRUM OF M*(G) 
We use our previous results to determine the spectrum of M”(G), 
denoted 9( Mz( G)), and to prove certain facts relating to the Fourier- 
Stieltjes transform. We begin by determining two important classes 
of homomorphisms of M”(G) into @. 
First, let G denote the set of equivalence classes of irreducible 
unitary representations of G. It is known that G with the discrete 
topology is homeomorphic to the spectrum of L,“(G) [4, pp. 408-4121. 
The explicit correspondence associates to the representation class 
r E G, the homomorphism & : L,“(G) -+ C given by 
h,(f) = C j-f(g) x&-‘1 d”&?), 
where xlr is the character of rr and d,, = x,(e) = dim T. Since L,“(G) 
is an ideal in M”(G), algebraically it is clear how to define the unique 
extension of +,, to a homomorphism of Mz( G). Simply choose f E L,“(G) 
with &(f) # 0 and for p E M”(G) set 
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Analytically we extend 4,, to &P(G) by defining 
To see that these definitions agree we need only check that (a) defines 
a homomorphism. But the centrality of p shows 
TL(P*d = d2 1s XWd 4-44 w9, 
However the functional equation for x,, [5, p. 371 says 
d;lx,(dl) x,,(b-‘) = s x&z-‘gb-‘g-l) dq-(g). 
Combining these equations yields &,(P*v) = r#&) d,,(v) as desired. 
Thus by identifying 7~ with +,, we may consider G to be included in 
~Pww 
Second, let 2 denote the set of characters of the finite abelian 
group 2 = Center (G). (2 is finite since G is compact and simple.) 
The usual Gelfand theory shows that 2 is the spectrum of the algebra 
L,(Z) = M,“(G); specifically y E 2 determines the homomorphism 
M/-b) = c I+-l) PdW t+ 6 M,‘(G). 
CEZ 
Since the projection p = pa + pc I+ pd of M”(G) onto M,“(G) is an 
algebra homomorphism, & can be extended to a homomorphism on 
all of &P(G) by setting 
Ah4 = Ah%), where p - pa E M,“(G). 
Thus identifying y and & , we see that 2 is included in 9(&P(G)). 
We remark that & can be given as an integral. If we extend y E 2 to 
a function on all of G by setting y(g) = 0 for g E G - 2, then 
since 2 is finite. Also note that I#,, r M,“(G) = 0. 
We shall show that Y(M”(G)) = G u 2. But to determine the 
topology on G u 2, it is useful to begin with some facts about the 
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central Fourier-Stieltjes transform. This is the map p t+ fi where $ is 
the function on G defined by 
As is well-known fi = 0 if and only if p = 0. Moreover, since 
G = SP(L,*(G)) and L,“(G) has no identity, it follows that for 
P GZ(G), Cz E c,(e) = {{a,>: a,E@,a,-+Oas77-+coinG}. In con- 
trast to the abelian case we have 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a connected compact simple Lie group. If 
p E Mcz(G), then p E c,(e). 
Proof. For n = dim G, pn ELLS by Theorem 2.2. Thus 
I P(4l = I PC4 lln--+O as7r-t co in G. 1 
Later we shall see several applications of this result to questions 
of harmonic analysis on W(G). Also we shall show (Corollary 3.5) 
that the converse is true. 
Now we give the promised proof that 9(&P(G)) = G U 2. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be a connected compact simple Lie group with 
2 = Center (G). Then 
Y(W(G)) = e u 2. 
The topology of Y(W(G)) is such that 
(i) G is discrete, 
(ii) a net {$=} converges to &, , y E 2 if and only if {c&> is eventuaZZy 
outside any $nite set in e and eventually +&A~) = I$,,(& for all 
Pa E WAG). 
Proof. Since G u 2? Z 9(&P(G)) we need only show any 
4 E 9(&P(G)) satisfies r$ = (b,, or 95 = 4y for some 7r E G or y E 2. 
First suppose 4 I‘L,“(G) # 0. Then for some 7~ E G we have 4 = &, 
on L,“(G) since G = P&*(G)). Thus + = +,, on W(G) since any 
nonzero homomorphism of the ideal L,*(G) has a unique extension 
to a homomorphism of W(G). Now suppose + r L,“(G) = 0. Then 
+ r M,“(G) = 0 since pn E L,*(G) for any ~1 E M,“(G), where 
n = dim G. But # r M,“(G) = & for some y E 2 = .Y’(AQ( G)). 
Since q5 r J&“(G) = 0 = $Y r M,“(G), we have 4 = 4,, . 
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We turn to the question of the topology. For (i) we simply note 
that the open set 
contains only & . This follows from the fact that +y(d?,x,mc) = 0 for 
y E 2, since dnx,mc E L,“(G), while for p E G 
hdd&rmG) = d,ld?, j x,(g-') x,(g) dmG(& 
= km 
by the orthogonality relations for irreducible characters. 
For (ii) suppose to begin with that {&} is eventually outside any 
finite set in G, and that eventually &&) = +&J for all pd E Md#(G). 
Since &P(G) = M,“(G) + M,“(G), to show c$~ --t 4, we need only 
check that 4,&) -+&(~C) = 0 for all pC E M,“(G). This follows 
immediately from the preceeding theorem, since {&} is eventually 
outside any finite set in G. 
Now assume $a -+ C#J~ . Then $,(d,x,mG) -#,(d,x,mc) = 0. But we 
have seen that &(dnxnmc) = 0 or 1 depending on whether & # 4, or 
& = $,, . So for any fixed rr E G we must eventually have C& # & , 
and thus (&} is eventually outside any finite set in G. Now for each 01, 
da r MdZ(G) E Y(M,“(G)) = 2. Since C#J~ 4 4, and 2 is discrete, we 
must eventually have & = & r M,“(G). This finishes the proof. 1 
It is not clear from the foregoing whether G is dense in 9(&P(G)). 
From the description of the topology, this will be the case if and only 
if for each y E 2 there are infinitely many n E G with +,&) = &(pd) 
for all pd E Mdz(G). For each y E 2 we define the fiber cy of G over 
Y EZbY 
The fibers form a disjoint decomposition of G and rr E G,, if and only 
if 
42x&) = Y(C) for all c E Z. 
To conclude G is dense in Y(AP(G)) we need only prove 
PROPOSITION 3.3. C?,, is injinite for each y E 2. 
Remark, The proof we are about to give works for any infinite 
compact group with finite center. 
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Proof. L,(G) is th e orthogonal direct sum of the finite dimensional 
subspaces L,(G)* dTxixn , as r runs over %. If 7r E G, , then the func- 
tional equation for xn shows 
xmw = x77(g) Y(C) for c EZ. 
From this it is easy to see that the representation of Z on L,(G)* dTxixs 
via right translation is given by multiplication by y. Hence it will 
suffice to show that 
LYG) = {f~-b(G) : fc = YW for all c E 2) 
is infinite dimensional. Let U be a neighborhood of e such that all 
its (right) translates by elements of Z are disjoint. (Such U exists 
since Z is finite.) Then for any y E Z there exists an injection 
given by 
w4 = I 
Y(C) f (xc-‘) if x E UC, 
0 if x 4 u UC. 
CCZ 
Since L,( U; m6) is infinite dimensional we are done. 1 
COROLLARY 3.4. For a connected compact simple Lie group, e is 
dense in Y(M”(G)). M oreover, the &lov boundary consists of all of 
~UWG)). 
Proof. Only the last statement needs proof. But each n E G is in 
the Silov boundary since +(d,xnmc) = 0 or 1 depending only on 
whether + # d?r or $ = 4, . Hence the boundary is all of Y(M”(G)) 
since G is dense. 1 
To see how different this result is from the abelian case the reader 
should consult Chapters 2 and 3 in [2]. In connection with the 
abelian case we mention that the usual involution on M(G) defined by 
p*(s) = ji(S-1) 1 eaves M*(G) invariant, and since Y(MZ(G)) = % u 2 
it is easy to verify that 4 E Y(M”(G)) satisfies 
Thus M”(G) is a symmetric algebra. 
Here is the promised converse of Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.5. p E M,“(G) if and only if $ E c,(e). 
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Proof. We need only show fi E c,(G) implies TV E M,“(G). Suppose 
p = pLe 
for 7E 
G pd . Then ad(n) -+ 0 as 7~ + u3 since 3, - ,LZ E c,,(G). But 
y , Fd(7r) = (bn(& = &(&. Since each G,, is infinite, we 
conclude #&A~) = 0 for each y E 2 = Y(MdZ(G)). Hence pcLd = 0, 
and p is continuous. 1 
We finish this section with a result characterizing all bounded 
Bore1 functions which satisfy the functional equation for characters 
(b) fWf(Y) = jf(sgyR-‘) dmck). 
THEOREM 3.6. Let f $0 be a bounded Bore1 function on the con- 
nected simple compact Lie group G. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) f satisfies (b). 
(ii) f is central and the map TV F-+ Jf (g-l) dp(g) is a nonzero 
homomorphism of M”(G). 
(iii) Either f = d;‘xn for some 7~ E (? OY f = y for some y E .2? 
(where y = 0 on G - 2). 
Proof. If we set y = e in (b) we see thatf(x)f(e) = f (x). Hence 
f(e) = I since f f 0. Then set x = e, y = g,wg,’ and use the bi- 
invariance of mG to conclude f(gawg&l) =f(w), i.e., f is central. 
Now the computation on p. 218 shows TV F+ Jf (g-l) dp(g) is a homo- 
morphism of M*(G). S ince ee goes to 1 it is a nonzero homomorphism. 
Thus (i) implies (ii). 
To show (ii) is equivalent to (iii) we note that d;lx, and y satisfy (ii) 
and give all nonzero homomorphisms of M”(G) to @. Hence we need 
only check that the homomorphism in (ii) is uniquely determined 
bY f* 
Now for a E G and pa as in Section 2 
= f (4, 
since f is central. Thus the homomorphism determines f and (ii) and 
(iii) are equivalent. 
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NOW if (ii) holds then for any p, v E &P(G) and X, y E G 
f(x) f(Y) = j fk-1) W’(g) j f(h-9 w-v)~ 
= s f(g-‘) q/J”+ * F’)(g), 
= 
SJ 
a f(gwlhyh-l) h&q k.i(h), 
= IS f(W1hYW) h.?(g) d%(4, 
where we have used (c), the fact that Jf(g-l) &(g) is a homomorphism 
and the centrality off. Now set w  = g-lh to get (b). 1 
4. CENTRAL IDEMPOTENTS AND CENTRAL SIDON SETS 
In this section we solve two problems of harmonic analysis in 
M”(G). First we show that any central Sidon set in G is finite and 
then we determine all the idempotents in M”(G). 
We say that E C G is a central Sidon set if for each f E Z,(E) there 
exists p E M”(G) with f = fl r E. This definition is appropriate to 
our work and can easily be shown to be equivalent to the definition 
introduced by Parker [7] ( see [5, p. 4481). Unfortunately the wealth 
of interesting phenomena associated to Sidon sets in the abelian 
group case is not present in our setting since we have 
THEOREM 4.1. E C e is a central Sidon set if and only if E is finite. 
Proof. If E = (7~~ ,..., r,}andfE L(E) then p = (%f(ri> 4x+, 
satisfies f = p on E. Conversely, note that since MCZ(G)  ^ C c,(G), 
M(G)’ = M,“(G)^ + M,“(G)^ C c,(G) + a finite dimensional space. 
Thus if E is any infinite set then ME(G)’ r E C c,(E) + a finite 
dimensional space. Since c,(E) has infinite codimension in Z,(E), E 
is not a central Sidon set. u 
We remark that from the definitions of Sidon and central Sidon 
sets given in [5, p. 416,448], it is clear that a Sidon set is a central 
Sidon set. Hence we have 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let G be a connected compact simple Lie group, 
then E C C? is a Sidon set if and only if E is jinite. 
A more interesting field of study is that of the idempotents in M”(G) 
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since we can explicitly determine all of them. (The paper of Rider [lo] 
provides an alternative approach to the questions we shall discuss, 
since any compact simple Lie group satisfies his conditions I and II 
[M. Moskowitz and D. Rider, personal communications].) Of course 
p E M”(G) is an idempotent if and only if 4 takes only the integer 
values 0 or I. It is useful to introduce the wider class F(G) of all 
p E &P(G) with @ integer valued. Then we have a new proof of the 
following result due to Rider [lo, p. 7331 
THEOREM 4.3. Let G be a compact connected simple Lie group. If 
P gF(G) with CL = I*~ + cld , then pd E F(Z). Moreover fi, is integer 
valued, has jinite support and pC = (C p,(r) d,,xn) mG E L,“(G). 
Proof. Let y E 2, and rr E G,, . Then g(r) = a,(~) + &(r) = 
cz,(,) + MPd)~ s ince ,2 is integer valued, GY is infinite and /Z,(n) -+ 0 
asT+ co in GY, we conclude r+$(& E H, i.e., pd E F(Z). Hence @, is 
integer valued. But $,( 7~ --f 0 as 7~ --+ co in G, so fi, has finite support )
in G. Thus pC = (C PC(~) d,x,,) mG E L,“(G). 1 
Now we can turn to the determination of all idempotents. The basic 
building blocks for this are the idempotents 
and 
h = m-l & ~(4 cc) y y E 2, m = order (2). 
The family bn} consists of orthogonal idempotents, while pr*pn = 0 
if rr 6 GV and P,,+~ = CL,, if n E G, . Hence given any set {rr ,..., yk} C 2, 
and (disjoint) finite sets F,, , F1 ,..., Fk C G such that Fi C C?,,i, 
i= 1 ,..., K and F, n G,,< = 0, i = l,..., K, the measure 
is an idempotent. We now show that these are the only idempotents. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let p = pC + pd be an idempotent in M*(G). Let 
{Yl ,***> yk} = r be the set of y E 2 such that qJ,(pJ # 0. Set 
Fi= (7~~e,~:&(r)= -l},i= l,...,handsetF,=(~~C?‘:~c(.rr)= l}. 
Then F, n eyi = 0 and 
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Proof. Since the projection of M”(G) onto M,“(G) is a homo- 
morphism, we see that pcl is an idempotent. Hence r,&(& = 0 or 1 
for all y E 2 and 
So from the equality p = fi, + Pd we see that $, assumes only the 
values 0, 1, or - 1. Moreover, if &(7r) = 1, then Pd(r) = 0 so rr 4 G,,i , 
i= 1 ,..., K. Thus FO n c?,,~ = 0. Also if PC(n) = - 1, then &(n) = 1, 
so rr E G,,, for some yi . Thus the sets F,, , Fl ,..., F, exhaust the 
support of @, , which is finite by the previous theorem. Hence 
as desired. 1 
We remark that we could obtain the same result via the Silov 
idempotent theorem for Banach algebras [3, p. 881, since any open 
and closed subset S of G v .2? is such that S n GV is either finite and 
$,, $ S or cofinite in GY and 4, E S. 
5. DISCONNECTED GROUPS 
After seeing the original version of this paper (Sections l-4) 
D. Rider asked whether similar results can be obtained without the 
recurrent hypothesis of connectivity. This can be done and in this 
section we indicate the changes which must be made. Essentially all 
the changes arise from the fact that, if G is disconnected, the discrete 
central measures can no longer be described in terms of the center 
of G. 
Theorem 1.1 remains valid without the connectivity hypothesis, 
provided we define f only on Gek, where G, is the identity component 
of G, and we replace the condition ai noncentral by the condition 
Ad(ai) #I. Thus in this result we replace the center of G by the 
kernel of Ad. When G is a compact Lie group, it is easy to see that 
the kernel of Ad coincides with the normal subgroup 
X = {x E G : {gxg-l : g E G} is finite}. 
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We shall see that for our results this subgroup is the appropriate 
replacement for Z when G is disconnected. 
For instance we let X, be X with the discrete topology and set 
J~~(X,)~ = {f~Li(xJ :f(gxg-l) = f(x) for all g E G, x E X}. 
Then L,(XJG is a subalgebra of L,“(X,), so it can be considered as 
a collection of discrete measures on G. The proof of Proposition 2.1 
is easily adapted to possibly disconnected G, and it shows M,“(G) = 
-u&)G* 
Now if G is compact and simple, X is discrete and closed, hence 
finite. This allows the proof of Theorem 2.2 to be carried over to the 
disconnected case simply by replacing 2 by X, restricting gi to be in 
G, and replacing Gn by G en. In the light of this revised version of 
Theorem 2.2, Theorems 2.3 and 3.1 remain valid without the con- 
nectedness hypothesis on G. 
As a preliminary to the description of Y(M”(G)), we determine 
9’(LI(X)G). Let X be th e set of equivalence classes of irreducible 
unitary representations of X. Since X is normal in G, G acts on X 
by associating to g E G, y E X, the representation g * y E X whose 
character is given by 
xw(4 = x&-W* 
We denote the orbit space of this action by X/G and for y E X we 
write [y] for the orbit of y under G. Then we have 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let G be a compact (semi)simple Lie group and 
X = {x E G: {gxg-l: g E G) isfhite}. Then Y(L,(X)G) = x/G. 
Proof. Since L,(X)G CL,“(X), y E X determines a homomorphism 
of L,(X)G via the mapping 
f t-+ Am = d,-l lJ(4 XW) d?&9- 
Since f E L,(X)G, 
C,(f) = d;’ j-xfk-v?) x&f-‘1 dnz,C4 
= d,-l j-/(4 xz.&+) dmx(4, 
= dd.f 1, 
so the homomorphism depends only on [y]. If we call this homo- 
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morphism +[,,I , then we have a map [r] -+$[,,I of X/G to 9’(L1(X)G). 
To see that this map is a bijection (hence a homeomorphism, as 
c40(L1(X)G) is finite) we set 
Xbl = c x0 
4Yl 
and note 
where &,l = XI,,,(e) = d,, - card([y]). Now the set {x,, : y E Xz> is a 
basis for L,“(X), so the set (xryl : [y] E X/G) is a basis for 15r(X)~. 
Moreover, since {d,,xy} is a set of orthogonal idempotents in L,“(G), 
{dyx[yI} is a set of orthogonal idempotents in I~,(X)~. Thus 
Hence the map [r] + $tyl is injective. 
Now for any 4 E Y(L,(X)G) the orthogonality of the idempotents 
in {dyx[,,I} implies 
+(4xrvl) = 0 or 1 
and 
0 = WYXhI * 47Xbl)~ 
= WYXhd woxbl) 
for [CJ] # [y]. S o b ecause {x[~I} is a basis for L,(X)G, we must have 
WYXd = 1 f or exactly one [r] E X/G and, thus, 4 = &I . 1 
Now, for G compact and simple, X is finite so X = X, and 
MdZ(G) = J~,(X)~. W e use this equality to inject X/G into Y(M”(G)) 
by defining 
hdh4 = klbd P = t”c + ~a E WG). 
Just as in the connected case, if we extend xc,,] to all of G by setting 
it equal to zero off X, we have the integral expression 
Theorem 3.2 can be carried over to the disconnected case to yield 
Y(M”(G)) = G u X/G. We need only replace 2 by X/G and y by 
[r] throughout the given proof. 
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We change the definition of the fibers of G so that for [y] in X/G, 
the fiber GI,,l is given by 
%I = {n E @ : 9&d) = 5&&d), for a11 pd E Md*(Gb 
A simple computation shows 
The key Proposition 3.3 extends but requires a different proof. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Gf,,] is injkite for each [y] E z/G. 
Proof. For y E X, 7r E G let m(y, 7~ r X) denote the multiplicity 
of y in T r X. Then, since G,,, form a disjoint decomposition of G, 
(a) shows that n E GrYl if and only if m(r, 7~ r X) # 0. If y tG is the 
representation of G induced by y, then the Frobenius reciprocity 
theorem says m(r, T r X) = m(r, y T G). Since 
zcm(n, Y t G) 4 = dimb ? G) = ~0, 
and since m(r, 7~ r X) < co, we see that m(n, y T G) # 0 for 
infinitely many 7~ E G. Thus et,,, is infinite. 1 
Using the previous result we can extend Corollaries 3.4 and 3.5 
to the disconnected case. Theorem 3.6 also carries over to the present 
setting if we change y to d;i~[~j , 2 to X/G, and Z to X; while 
Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 carry over without change. To preserve 
Theorem 4.3 we must make the unusual replacement of 2 by X 
(not X/G) as well as the usual switches of X for 2 and Gryl for GY . 
Finally, to describe the central idempotents in M(G), G simple and 
compact, we replace the basic idempotents pV by 
/+I = dvx[vlmx , 1~1~ @Z 
where we consider m, as a measure on G. Then the discussion 
leading up to and including Theorem 4.4 remains valid if we bracket 
all y’s and replace .?? by X/G. 
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